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Why observe wildlife?

• It is enjoyable

• Making discoveries

• Getting out into nature

• Time outdoors

• Feeling healthy

• Enjoying the seasons

• Gaining and honing a skill

• Achieving goals

• Going out with family/

escaping from family*
*depending on the conditions at the time



Why record wildlife?

• Observers becoming 
recorders

• Working together to 
understand and 
protect wildlife
• Humility and 

discovery

• Responsibility?: 
“Giving 
something 
back to nature”



Why record wildlife?

Ecosystem services?

Threat and jeopardy?

Duty?

Weaker motivations 

for long-term 

behaviour change

Holding authority

to account

Fulfilling international 

reporting obligations



Why monitor wildlife?

• Using the records to assess and quantify 

changes

• Makes people feel their records are worthwhile

• Holds government and authorities to account

• Allows us to fulfil the country’s international 

obligations

• But why… ecologically?



Use data for monitoring to assess:

• Changes in species 
abundance/occurrence

• Of interest for its own sake

• Linking species to function (e.g. 
carbon sequestration, 
decomposition, pollination, seed 
dispersal etc.) 

• Changes in 
community/assemblage 
composition

• Homogenisation

• Changes in interactions and 
emergent function 

• (e.g. ‘resilience’ and ‘resistance’ 
of ecosystem services and 
maintenance of biodiversity)

Tom’s nature comms paper

Oliver et al. (2015) Nat. Comms.



Recording interactions

Tree-feeding Lepidoptera from DBIF

• Ecological relevant 

- whole system

• Enhance recording?



What are the options for monitoring?

Rare and 

restricted

Widespread 

and abundant

Ideally we know about species across the spectrum



Systematic, randomised monitoring

Rare and 

restricted

Widespread 

and abundant

Systematic, randomised 

monitoring schemes

Assessing changes in abundance

e.g. birds

Relies on many volunteers willing to 

follow protocols in randomly-selected 

places



Systematic monitoring

Rare and 

restricted

Widespread 

and abundant

Systematic (non-random) 

monitoring

Assessing changes in abundance

e.g. butterfly monitoring; also trialled 

for Odonata and some others 

Needs volunteers willing to follow 

protocols



Mapping distributions

Rare and 

restricted

Widespread 

and abundant

Mapping activities

Assessing changes in 

occupancy e.g. recording 

schemes and societies

But reporting is not frequent



Mapping distributions

Pocock et al. (2015) 

Biol. Journal Linnean Soc.

With systematic monitoring

With an atlas

With a repeat atlas

With a recording scheme



Opportunistic recording

Rare and 

restricted

Widespread 

and abundant

‘Opportunistic’ records

Assessing changes in occupancy with good coverage

e.g. many recording schemes and societies

New statistics allow regular reporting 

for an increasing number of species



‘Opportunistic’ records

Assessing changes in occupancy with good coverage

e.g. many recording schemes and societies

Opportunistic recording

Rare and 

restricted

Widespread 

and abundant

New statistics allow regular reporting 

for an increasing number of species

‘Opportunistic’ records

i.e. ‘unstructured databases’ of records

Comprise a mixture of records:

- May have structure

- May be truly opportunistic

- Metadata is not recorded

- Almost always presence only (though 

absences can be inferred)



Opportunistic recording

Rare and 

restricted

Widespread 

and abundant

New statistics allow regular reporting 

for an increasing number of species

Eventually we 

will be limited by 

the data



Opportunistic recording

Rare and 

restricted

Widespread 

and abundant

‘Opportunistic’ records

Assessing changes in occupancy 

with good coverage

e.g. many recording schemes and 

societies

New statistics allow regular reporting 

for an increasing number of species

Eventually we 

will be limited by 

the data

Potential for step changes in data

(but still need skilled recorders)



Rare and restricted species monitoring

• We are still left with a challenge of monitoring 

rare and restricted species

• Always limited by the number of experts

• But can we tweak our activities to get better (= more 

systematic) information?

• What are the options?



Revisiting known locations

• Species will always appear 
to decline…

• …Unless augmented by 
opportunistic records, but 
unsystematic

• Helps understand ecology 
 informing management 
• BSBI’s Threatened Plants 

Project 

• But often ad hoc
•  appear as ‘opportunistic’ 

records

•



Rare and restricted species monitoring

• Can we combine:

• The challenge of hunting for 

rare & restricted species

• With a rolling programme of 

revisiting squares

• Based on intelligently 

selecting squares to visit?



Working together?

Willing volunteers co-ordinated 

through recording schemes

Species distribution models +

Optimum selection of squares for 

coverage and inclusion of rare spp.

A rolling programme of randomised targeted searches

Report on status of priority species 

on statistically rigorous way

Recording schemes & societies

Discovering and re-discovering sites

Learning more about rare species

Mission-based recording



Intelligently structured recording

• Random selection 

of squares weighted 

by ‘inclusion 

probability’

• Most likely to go to 

interesting squares

• Low probability of 

going to rubbish 

squares (but 

possible)

• Statistically rigorous

Inclusion probability (green) 

+ selected monads (pink)



The challenge of the hunt?

A pioneering spirit

Adventure (alone or 

with companions)

Exploring new habitats

e.g. Survey of bryophytes of arable land
(photo: South wales bryophytes blog)

Searching in 

previously 

known locations

Being unsuccessful

(but recording

these non-detections)



Designed and targeted monitoring

• A proposal



Designed and targeted monitoring

• A proposal



Beyond known distributions

• Use Species Distribution 

Models to predict rare 

and restricted species

• Allocate squares based 

on ‘inclusion probability’

From Upper Thames 

Butterfly Conservation 

website



Species distribution models

• A research need…

• Run SDMs for rare and restricted species

• Based on habitats or environmental variables

• Distribution of e.g. host plant

• Based on ‘faithful associates’ (Smart et al. 2015 

New Journal of Botany 5:72-88)

• Maybe including expert opinion?



Designed and targeted monitoring

• A proposal



Designed and targeted monitoring

• A proposal



Working together

Willing volunteers co-ordinated 

through recording schemes

Species distribution models +

Optimum selection of squares for 

coverage and inclusion of rare spp.

A rolling programme of randomised targeted searches

Report on status of priority species 

on statistically rigorous way

Recording schemes & societies

Discovering and re-discovering sites

Learning more about rare species

Mission-based recording


